July Strategy Special

The perfect opportunity to get ahead
July is a superb time for an intensive strategy session:
It’s a golden time for strategic thinking: When
the school is quiet but everything is still fresh in
your mind.
Smart people do the big thinking when they're
relaxed: You can generate new ideas in July, mull
them over in August, and be ready to make
decisions and implement them in early September.
Plus, you might be one of the lucky ones and have
a bit of budget to use before the end of this
academic year!

This July you have the opportunity to work with Juliet
Corbett, independent school strategy expert, in a 3-hour
session over video call. During our time together we’ll:
Dive into a reflection of how this year went: How
far you achieved your strategic goals, the lessons
you learnt and the challenges that got in your way.
Clarify your vision for next year: With super-clear
goals for what you want to achieve and why.
Co-create a strategy to get you there: How you’ll
use strengths and opportunities to move forward,
and how you’ll overcome the challenges that might
hold you back.
And we’ll finish with clear next steps: So you can
take some restorative time off in August and then
hit the ground running in September.
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Who the sessions are for

Book now to secure a slot

These sessions are designed for school heads and
senior leaders and will be adapted to suit your
needs. We could focus on a school-wide review of
progress, a departmental strategy such as for
development or marketing, or a deep-dive into a
particular project such as your bursary programme.

There are only a handful of slots available in July
2022, so act fast to book your session:

Special July offer
July is the only time of year when leaders can work
with Juliet in a one-off session - the rest of the year
these sessions are only available as part of a series of
calls over 6 months.
This July, a 3-hour strategy session over video call
will only cost £845 +VAT, 15% lower than the
equivalent cost the rest of the year.
Think of it as a special reward for those leaders
who are working during July while many people
are away!

Click here to check availability and book
(www.consultjuliet.co.uk/julyspecial)
Prefer to talk about it first? Just email
hello@consultjuliet.co.uk and one of the team will
get in touch to set up a time to talk.
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Client testimonials
"If you need an independent sounding board and consultant to bring a structured and enjoyable approach to
refreshing a strategic plan, look no further. Juliet has a great combination of sector knowledge, clarity of thought,
skills and experience. She is excellent."
Andrew Gordon-Brown, Head, Kingswood School
"Juliet is excellent at giving us concrete advice on the next steps forward in securing an exciting future for Mount
Kelly amid challenging times. She facilitates intellectual reflection and then puts answers in front of us which form
a clear and achievable roadmap. Juliet adds real value in her work and I have no hesitation in thoroughly
recommending her."
Guy Ayling, Head Master, Mount Kelly
“Juliet guided, sense-checked, questioned, rehearsed and supported our work. I don't believe our outcomes would
have been as successful if she had not been in the wings. She enabled me and my team to aim higher and more
boldly than I would have felt able to do in the wake of global disruption. I can't thank her enough.”
Alexa Broad, Director of Development, Abingdon School
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